Pink Christmas Paper
Snowflake Wreath

Designed by Dannielle Cresp of Style for a Happy Home
Read instructions carefully before starting the project.

Tools required:

• Brother ScanNCut for cutting your shapes
• Circle template (see this at the end of the
instructions) print two copies onto A4 paper
(preferably 200gsm cardstock) using the A4
borderless setting
• Glue
• Scissors
• Sticky Tape

Materials:
• Pink & white cardstock both should be at
least 200gsm

Optional:
• Two A4 sheets of cardboard for strengthening
the wreath

Construction:

1. First, set up your Brother ScanNCut (I used
standard blade set to 4 with the standard mat
however I recommend to do a test cut first.
The blade depth may vary depending on the
paper used. Refer to your manual for test cut
instructions). Navigate to the snowflake pattern
AR-A007 and make sure the size is 100mm x
87mm and hit OK.

4. Take a sheet of the pink cardstock and
attach it to the standard mat and make sure
there are no bubbles.

5. Line the mat up and use the feed button to
feed it into the machine.

2. On the next screen choose 6 for the number
(of repeats) and hit Set. Note: this is if you are
using A4 paper, if you are using 12” x 12” you
could select more.

6. Hit Cut and then press the Start/Pause
button and watch it go. A screen will let you
know when it’s finished. Click the feed button
again to release the mat.
3. Move the bottom right snowflake in slightly
so that it doesn’t cut out the paper if you are
using A4 paper. You can do this with your
finger or the stylus.

7. First peel out the excess paper from around
your newly cut snowflakes so you can see them.

12. Now take one pink snowflake and one white
snowflake and place the pink over the top of the
white so the white ends stick out between the
pink as shown.

8. Then using the spatula, carefully peel out the
pink snowflakes.

13. Glue the pink snowflake in the centre and
attach it to the white snowflake, repeat until
you have 11 two-colour snowflakes (you should
have a spare in case one gets damaged). Now
leave them to one side whilst you make the
backing for the wreath.
9. Leave them to one side and repeat steps 4-8
once more so you have 12 pink snowflakes.
10. Then repeat steps 4-8 twice more with
the white cardstock so you also have 12 white
snowflakes.
11. Line your snowflakes up so that you have
one white and one pink next to each other. You’ll
need 11 of each for this tutorial, so you should
also have a spare pair.

14. Take two copies of the circle template that
you printed on white cardstock (A4 borderless)
and line them up facing one another to check
that they printed the same size.

15. Then cut each semi-circle out around the
outside of the black line and place them on a
table facing each other.

16. Using the sticky tape attach the ends
together with no overlap (just touching ends)
ready for the snowflakes.

19. Optional Step: If you’d like some extra
stability, print two more copies of the circle
template and cut them out over stiff cardboard
and repeat step 16 to attach them together.
Then sticky tape it to the back of the wreath.
Congratulations! Your Pink Christmas Paper
Snowflake Wreath is now finished.
Share your creation on Facebook:
facebook.com/brotheraustralia
Share your creation on Instagram
using #BrotherCreates:
instagram.com/brotheraustralia

17. Next, line the snowflakes up around the
wreath as evenly as possible (without gluing
them) and check the placement.
18. Once you’re happy with the placement of
them, you can start gluing them to the circular
wreath until they are all glued down. Leave to
dry if you need to.

Pattern:

